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 the  Forest  past ecological research  at forest
successional  on  River and adjacent uplands. Research at  Creek site
continues on  mosaic of forests,  and wetlands in a wide variety  successional stages on  Tanana
floodplain.  paper reviews research since 1988 into the  of Synthetic Aperture  for

 classification, and  of  forests using radar  sensing and
Classifications of  stages, obtained by usc  classifiers on multi-frequency and

 used  classification accuracies 
 and to  utility of an  I and  combination  classification.  classifications,

 in combination  data for more than 50  stands,  used  the distribution of
biomass on the landscape. This will allow projections  biomass.  of 

 and  transitions is ongoing. Also,  monitoring of  is demonstrating
diurnal variation and interrelationships among environmental,  and 
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Introduction
 in interior Alaska arc  of the

 their forests, subject to widespread
periodic disturbance, consist

 in vegetational succession (Van  and
 usc of Synthetic  Radar

 for  sensing of these forests shows particular
potential for ecological research.  vari-
ations in annual cycles of  and thawing have

 for  these cycles in 
 both the biotic  the  shaping

landscapes. Active microwave sensors, such as  arc
sensitive. to the physical  of  and arc also 

 cloud cover and darkness.
Work in progress since  has shown

 silts foresting
ties of SAR,  of  of  upland sites

 floodplain sites,  existing
 of both upland  floodplain successional

 the records of  history, composition, and
 for a  of stands, and the existing

net work of  monitoring stations.
 ecological research continues into the future at the

 (1 
site,

in forests in  II  the
study site and  available  imagery, examples of
insights into  interpretation and

 with  AlfNAR-based classifications of
 and  for the accuracy of classifications
 on  nc  methods, onc direct

 onc indirect,  estimating  biomass arc
scr  one of  allows predictions of future biomass.

 briefly  a n d
 that arc establishing

ships  forest structure,
 change, and tree-canopy physiology.

 study site
 site is  witbin and adjacent to the

west  Fairbanks,  site includes both
 and  uplands.

 f-liver is one of  major rivers draining interior
Alaska; it is  glacic.r-fed, with high suspended
sediment loads, and with consequent braiding and 

 along its length.  of  river has
 a  landscape  silt bars, islands,

 scrolls, with an associated mosaic of
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Fig. 1. Location of upland and floodplain forest stands and of weather stations  the Bonanza Creek LTER site. Stand
types for floodplain LTER stands are FP1: willow; f P2: alder, FP3: balsam poplar; FP4: white spruce; and FP5: black
spruce. The polygons represent stands where the geometry  composition arc being measured specifically for use in
remote sensing studies and represent areas from where radar  has been extracted for classification analyses.
Stand types for these stands are AL: alder; BP: balsam poplar; WS: white spruce; ES: black spruce; and CC:

 (Van  others
 a primary

 starting  newly  bars near the river’s
edge.  vegetation is  by a secondary
successional  initiated by wildfire.

 and  site 
wild fires,

lions, and river governing
 b o r e a l  al
 last  years has  in 

of  successional  and availability of
 vegetation, soils,  river 

 (Van  and  I 99 I;  and others
 I 

 includes  intensively studied upland
and  lain  forest  10 

 among  stands.  24
 successional  the  -

nant upland and floodplain successional  In 
 successional  of

 and  hccn made
 in  1

succession is  ally  found along 
 rivers in  Alaska and adjacent Canada.

 begins on exposed  bars,
 colonized  willow  ), with

 by alders
 poplars  and  spruce

 spruce stands may  for
 before  of  and

 by  spruce
stages  succession arc  of

 spruce by  spruce and succession
 spruce and  bog arc  well understood than

 in succession  and 

 coverage  Creek
Image  available  sensors

 studies of interior
 b e e n

 winter  spring (May), and
 (July),  images taken

 well  and with
 include
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Fig. 2. Winter and Spring L-band  images of Bonanza Creek  Forest. Color bar shows total
 expressed in decibels. The two March images show the dramatic decrease in  as landscapes

freeze. The two May images show the influence of ice jams (A) on flooding of the  River floodplain during breakup.
Flooding is seen both as increases in the surface area of open water wetlands (B) with low  and as flooding
of wooded areas (C), which exhibit high backscatter due to double-bounce  Backscatter
variation useful in forest classification and biomass mapping earl be seen  comparisons of these images with stand
locations in Figure 1.

for  bands (C,  and P), with four  (11}1,
VV,  for each band (Way and  1991).

 nature of

under different canopy  (Van  1989), assists
 1991 ), and allows

identification of  bands and  for 
 ecological or  (Williams and
 1992, 1993;  and others 1994 b). Because of

 n~ulli-channel capabilities,  may be used to
simulate the specific band  combinations
of future spaceborne  (Williams and

 1  C-band, VV
configuration. provides only one  with

 sensor pass  repeat 
 of seasonal  (Way and  I 991).

 of  for landscape interpretation
 from March  2) at

 and  - I  1991

further down  River  and Way 1994;
 and others 1994a) show  dramatic drop in

 occurs as landscapes
Both  1 and  images  Valley

 ecologically significant features of
 including oxbow  meander scrolls,

 abandoned channels. in addition, use of  to
 of flooding in May 1991

 and southern  the
 2).  on 4 May  I  caused

during river breakup by the  of  jams across
the main river  ice jams had dispersed, and

 subsided  7  jams arc clearly
as  of  in channels 

 ve ry  of
 and breakup  is

 botb as  in  of  and 
 open  (low  and

 in  caused by 
 in  the  of
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 3. Separation of six vegetation types of the  River floodplain, Bonanza Creek  ER site.  analysis
was  to C-band  full polarization,

 is  on  side of
 figure); the  side of  floodplain is

 as the  is being
pushed  against  uplands  the continued
rise of the Alaska  Although in a year

jam  seasonal  affects treeless
seasonal and  of the flooding

 here by  jam  is 
 1 transects across Alaska  examples

 scale  monitoring with
and Way  Such

 Alaska in  cycles,  among
years, and variation in  transitions between
frozen and thawed slates. Spring  is identifiable,
as  among landscape components
blurred and images show
snowfalls in early  I-

Cd

Forest classification
1  cover of  world’s  fore.s(s is composed
complex  mosaics  to periodic

 by  and
 of  c h a n g e

 sensing of  mosaic of  types
and successional stages,

 analysis
 of’ successional stages in floodplain  in
 Alaska  C-band

data Comparisons of single-channel
 O f

 n o n e  o f  t h e

 satellite-borne  was  to 
 forest  as  as sensors with cross.

 This  was  for  1 
 data, classifications based on C-hand,

 36% error; classifications based on
 1 data showed  accuracy:  on 25
 1992 and  on  May 1992. Combining data
 these  dates did not improve classification

racy
A striking  in classification accuracy was

 C-band VV and
polarization  1.-hand  polarization

 reason  classifications  on images from
 1,  1,  were  to 

 accurate,  within accuracy  obtained with
 sensors (Williams and others

Similar  accuracies have also been
 a pixel to pixel  with a maximum

 and others 1994 b). With
 classifier a  of C-band HV and
 yields  classification accuracy, with

Tat  1. Error  for single-channel classifications of
 types of  River floodplain.

 analysis is  to AI  data both 
 and for accuracy assessment. Error rates are

pressed as percentages of total numbers of stands.

May 4 May 6 May 7 Mean

 1 8  1 1 13 14
 (as in E“F{S-l ) 26 50 33 36
 (as in RADARSAl ) 29 28 28 28
 (as in 38 25 38 34
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Fig. 4.  of tree and shrub vegetation for 120 Tanana River floodplain stands. Stands are
represented by identification  each  distances between stands represent vegetational
dissimilarity. Overlays for the top graph are  overlays for the bottom graph are

 For each overlay, circle sizes represent percent cover in each  for the chosen species.

10% error rates in  (’1’able 2).  biomass levels  200 tonne  ‘; biomass
In  AIRSAR-based  showed  [elated  of

 as a  of  unusual forest successional stages on  landscape  and others
stands, In  4,  analysis 1993.1).  has been used to  and
(Hill 1979) of  and shrub  for 120  biomass in  ways,  of biomass
demonstrated that  stand (847), class  - by  regression curves relating  to

 analysis on different dates as either a balsam poplar or  for  channels has proven
a  spruce stand, was in  an  stand  l o w  S;  and
significant  of  I  of biomass is underway

Biomass estimation  prediction
 a model  designed 10 into]-poralc

 and  insight for the floodplain.
 of biomass in boreal  requires  model  of land cover with

 Confusion matrix resulting from vegetation classification with a maximum existing successional

a  Bayesian classifier  and others 1994 b).  on long-term photographic and field
diagonal represent stands correctly classified into each vegetation) type. Column  and known stand

 ‘From’ designates identifications from ground-truth data. Overall error rate  in biomass and productivity.
is  in the  mosaic

cc AL BP Water and in  biomass

0 0 0 2 0  bL’

Alder o 68 3 1 1 0  7; Williams and
Balsam poplar o 31 0 0
White o 1 7 4 0
Black spruce 2? o 0  structure and
Water o 0 0 0 0 100
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Fig. 5. Predicted biomass levels of forest  the  Creek 
Forest. Predictions were obtained from the following regressions  logarithms
of stand biomass to  in decibels, where shv is  of HV 

 shh is  of HH polarization, and svv is  of VV polarization:
L-band HV: In biomass = 9.204 + 0.200 shv -0.011 shv 2

P-band HV: In biomass = -3.372-1.408 shv -0,057 shv 2

L band: In biomass= 9.839-0.601 shv – 0.037 shv 2-0.914 shh -- (),070.  2

+ 2.396 SW + 0.150 SVV 2

P band: In biomass= 6.598-0.129 shv -0.007 shv 2 + 0,370 shh + 0.011 shh 2

– 0.880  -0.050 Sw

 c l a s s i f i c a t i o n ,

 understanding
 ,

 and  or

s u c h w i l l

ult imately
for  or predictions

 and
scales and under less

 condit ions. At
Creek,  arc
being

 a n d
 monitoring

dominant
 w i t h

MIMICS model provides
formation  kinds of
structural and
changing
ties that can  with

 and airborne
(McDonald  ). Physiologi-
cal
nant tree species 

 has
 water

 of [ret canopies.
 properties of

and
mann and  994).
derived relationships between
dielectric constant,  flux
density, and water potential
have potential utility for

 of forest health.

Summary and conclusions
‘l’his research has  applications for the usc 

Fig. 6. Model for mapping of biomass and productivity in boreal forests of  Alaska (Williams and others 1994),
Successional model Biomass and productivity

of land cover measurements
Developed by  and Maximum a posterior large numbers of stands and stand
others classifiers and types for which these have and

—.

1
analysis on  data be measured provide mean values

Provides transition probabilities classify land cover by forest for successional stages and
as simple stochastic functions

-1
type and successional stage mates of within-stage variation.

or as functions of stand age.
f or these stands, ages, species

L o n g - t e r m  s i t e s  p r o v i d e )
●

composition, and cover are also
verification of transition known.
probabilities. Model projecting changes in

vegetation mosaic through time
Long-term aerial photographic
records allow testing for
projections of model back Landscape scale  (and
through time. ultimately productivity) projections
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Fig. 7. Present and
projected 100-year
biomass distribu-
tion for the Tanana
River floodplain,
Bonanza Creek
LTER site. This
v e r s i o n  o f  t h e
model described in
Figure 6 lacks al-
gorithms for recruit-
ment of early suc-
cessional stages;
photographic re-
cords will be used
for this purpose,
The land
cation (Rignot and
others 1994b) is
f rom May 1991

 imagery
obta ined dur ing
spring breakup; it
shows an
ally high proportion
of landscape as
open water. After
flooding subsides,
most of the areas
not in immediate
proximity to the
river are low

Y E A R  1 0 0 mass bog or black
spruce forest.
mass categories

O P E N  W A T E R represent means
r and standard

B O G / N O N - F O R E S T m  of existing
biomass measure-

[ ‘- - -7
 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ments for the

1 ..1_ _ _  . 0 7 al stages.

 imagery in monitoring, classifying, and
 boreal forests of interim Alaska.  of

imagery has obvious advantages in such regions,
 dark  and

where  of  and  of water  such
dramatic ecological

 d i s p l a y  a n d

 p h o n o l o g i c a l  c y c l e s ;  f l o o d i n g

 topography and
 MI MI(’S

 al I{onan/aC’reck aids in

in place for the establishment of relationships

Classification  least five  successional
of  is  from
with  analysis and

 -
ity  is  to

 C-band  and  C-band
 most useful  As  -

 hands
 T-
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 f o r
 combination of data from  1,  1, and

 may bc.
 b y  c l a s s i f i c a t i o n

 range  and productivity i n
floodplain l.anclscapc-scale
biomass is  by usc of

 and indirectly by using the  correlations
between successional stage and biomass.  relative
precision and accuracy of these contrasting approaches arc
currently under investigation. Usc of successional
classifications to map biomass is making possible
(ion

 continuing work has demonstrated the
 of SAR  a wide variety of

 to  under-utilizccf in practical applications of
these uses. An important next  is  of

 mechanisms and  acquisition protocols
 possible  usc of SAR imagery for

monitoring and for land management pur-poses.
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